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Demystifying Switched Capacitor Circuits 2006-06-12
this book helps engineers to grasp fundamental theories and design principles by presenting physical and intuitive explanations
of switched capacitor circuits numerous circuit examples are discussed and the author emphasizes the most important and
fundamental principles involved in implementing state of the art switched capacitor circuits for analog signal processing and
power management applications throughout the book the author presents numerous step by step tutorials and gives practical
design examples while some quantitative analysis is necessary to understand underlying concepts tedious mathematical
equations and formal proofs are avoided an intuitive appreciation for switched capacitor circuits is achieved much of the existing
information on contemporary switched capacitor circuit applications is in the form of applications notes and data sheets for
various switched capacitor ics this book compiles such information in a single volume and coherently organizes and structures it
the author has his own website at mingliangliu com step by step tutorials which emphasize the most fundamental principals of
switched capacitor circuits few tedious mathematical equations the first easy to understand compilation on this subject most
information available is not very cohesive

Switched Capacitor Circuits 1984-04-30
the objective of the book is to provide sufficient background and understand ing to enable its readers to design and apply
switched capacitor circuits whether these are to be implemented as discrete circuits or by mos technol ogy since this is the first
book devoted entirely to the subject of switched capacitor circuits it has no pattern to follow fortunately it was developed in an
environment where many of the circuits and concepts it discusses could actually be integrated as mos integrated circuits it is
hoped that this environ ment has created a selection process that has enhanced the contents switched capacitor circuits provide
an example of the influence that technol ogy can have on the field of electrical engineering only seven years ago the problem of
building analog circuits and systems using standard mos technology was still unsolved although analog circuits and systems
were implemented by means of integrated circuit technology they were neither economical nor competitive the act of combining
analog sampled data tech niques with mos technology has solved this difficulty as a result the field of switched capacitor circuits
has developed into maturity in a relatively short period of time

Multirate and Multiphase Switched-capacitor Circuits 1997
written by an author with extensive practical experience of applying the techniques this book is aimed at advanced students and
researchers as well as professional design engineers the text focuses on finite impulse response fir filter structures and on
infinite impulse response iir sc filters which simulate classical lossless circuits it includes coverage of the so called pseudo
lossless sc circuits and especially multirate sc circuits with recovery of the effective pseudo energy there is also discussion of
other promising approaches to the design of sc circuits special attention has been paid to the analysis of multirate and
multiphase sc circuits using signal flow graphs

Switched Capacitor Circuits 2013-05-14
the objective of the book is to provide sufficient background and understand ing to enable its readers to design and apply
switched capacitor circuits whether these are to be implemented as discrete circuits or by mos technol ogy since this is the first
book devoted entirely to the subject of switched capacitor circuits it has no pattern to follow fortunately it was developed in an
environment where many of the circuits and concepts it discusses could actually be integrated as mos integrated circuits it is
hoped that this environ ment has created a selection process that has enhanced the contents switched capacitor circuits provide
an example of the influence that technol ogy can have on the field of electrical engineering only seven years ago the problem of
building analog circuits and systems using standard mos technology was still unsolved although analog circuits and systems
were implemented by means of integrated circuit technology they were neither economical nor competitive the act of combining
analog sampled data tech niques with mos technology has solved this difficulty as a result the field of switched capacitor circuits
has developed into maturity in a relatively short period of time

Design of Very High-Frequency Multirate Switched-Capacitor Circuits
2006-07-02
design of very high frequency multirate switched capacitor circuits presents the theory and the corresponding cmos
implementation of the novel multirate sampled data analog interpolation technique which has its great potential on very high
frequency analog frond end filtering due to its inherent dual advantage of reducing the speed of data converters and dsp core
together with the specification relaxation of the post continuous time filtering this technique completely eliminates the
traditional phenomenon of sampled and hold frequency shaping at the lower input sampling rate also in order to tackle physical
ic imperfections at very high frequency the state of the art circuit design and layout techniques for high speed switched
capacitor sc circuits are comprehensively discussed optimum circuit architecture tradeoff analysis simple speed and power trade
off analysis of active elements high order filtering response accuracy with respect to capacitor ratio mismatches time interleaved
effect with respect to gain and offset mismatch time interleaved effect with respect to timing skew and random jitter with non
uniformly holding stage noise analysis and allocation scheme substrate and supply noise reduction gain and offset compensation
techniques high bandwidth low power amplifier design and layout very low timing skew multiphase generation two tailor made
optimum design examples in cmos are presented the first one achieves a 3 stage 8 fold sc interpolating filter with 5 5mhz
bandwidth and 108mhz output sampling rate for a ntsc pal ccir 601 digital video at 3 v another is a 15 tap 57mhz sc fir bandpass
interpolating filter with 4 fold sampling rate increase to 320mhz and the first time embedded frequency band up translation for
ddfs system at 2 5v the corresponding chip prototype achieves so far the highest operating frequency highest filter order and
highest center frequency with highest dynamic range under the lowest supply voltage when compared to the previously
reported high frequency sc filters in cmos

Switched-Capacitor Techniques for High-Accuracy Filter and ADC Design
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2007-07-20
this book proposes alternative switched capacitor techniques which allow the achievement of higher intrinsic analogue functional
accuracy than previously possible in such application areas as analogue filter and adc design the validity of the concepts
developed and analyzed in switched capacitor techniques for high accuracy filter and adc design has been demonstrated in
practice with the design of cmos sc bandpass filters and algorithmic adc stages

Multirate Switched-Capacitor Circuits for 2-D Signal Processing 2012-12-06
multirate switched capacitor circuits for 2 d signal processing introduces the concepts of analog multirate signal processing for
the efficient implementation of two dimensional 2 d filtering in integrated circuit form particularly from the viewpoints of silicon
area and power dissipation new 2 d switched capacitor sc networks and design techniques are presented both with finite impulse
response fir and infinite impulse response iir with separable denominator polynomial which offer simpler and more systematic
synthesis procedures than currently available design techniques for 2 d analog filters since they are in the discrete time domain
the book can be also referred to the digital multirate signal processing a 2 d sc image processor that realizes both 2 x 2 nd order
butterworth lowpass and highpass filtering functions for video image signals was realized as a prototype integrated circuit
implemented in 1 0 mum cmos technology the experimental characterization of this prototype chip demonstrated the feasibility
of real time analog multirate 2 d image processing with equivalent 8 bits accuracy using only 2 5 x 3 0 mm2 of silicon area and
dissipating as little as 85 mw at 5v supply and 18 mhz sampling rate this indicates that for moderate accuracy and low to
moderate complexity of the filtering function a fully multirate analog implementation has a potential to achieve a more
competitive implementation than an alternative digital vlsi implementation however for high accuracy and or higher processing
complexity not only the relative overhead cost of the front end and back end converters will diminish but also the
implementation of the processing core in digital vlsi will benefit more of technology scaling to achieve higher density of
integration multirate switched capacitor circuits for 2 d signal processing is essential reading for practicing analog design
engineers and researchers in the field it is also suitable as a text for an advanced course on the subject

Design of Switched-Capacitor Filter Circuits using Low Gain Amplifiers
2014-11-03
this book describes the design of switched capacitor filter circuits using low gain amplifiers and demonstrates some techniques
that can minimize the effects of parasitic capacitances during the design phase focus is given in the design of low pass and band
pass sc filters and how higher order filters can be achieved using cascaded biquadratic filter sections the authors also describe a
low voltage implementation of a low pass sc filter

MOS Switched-Capacitor and Continuous-Time Integrated Circuits and
Systems 2012-12-06
the purpose of this book is to present analysis and design principles procedures and techniques of analog integrated circuits
which are to be implemented in mos metal oxide semiconductor technology mos technology is becoming dominant in the
realization of digital systems and its use for analog circuits opens new pos sibilities for the design of complex mixed analog
digital vlsi very large scale in tegration chips although we are focusing attention in this book principally on circuits and systems
which can be implemented in cmos technology many con siderations and structures are of a general nature and can be adapted
to other promising and emerging technologies namely gaas gallium arsenide and bi mos bipolar mos i e circuits which combine
both bipolar and cmos devices technology moreover some of the structures and circuits described in this book can also be useful
without integration in this book we describe two large classes of analog integrated circuits switched capacitor sc networks
continuous time cmos unswitched circuits sc networks are sampled data systems in which electric charges are transferred from
one point to another at regular discrete intervals of time and thus the signal samples are stored and processed other circuits
belonging to this class of sampled data systems are charge transfer devices ctd and charge coupled dev ices ccd in contrast to
sc circuits continuous time cmos circuits operate continuously in time they can be considered as subcircuits or building blocks e
g

Design of Low-Voltage CMOS Switched-Opamp Switched-Capacitor Systems
2013-03-14
this volume emphasizes the design and development of advanced switched opamp architectures and techniques for low voltage
low power switched capacitor systems it presents a novel multi phase switched opamp technique together with new system
architectures that are critical in improving significantly the performance of switched capacitor systems at low supply voltages

Reconfigurable Switched-Capacitor Power Converters 2012-07-25
this book provides readers specializing in ultra low power supply design for self powered applications an invaluable reference on
reconfigurable switched capacitor power converters readers will benefit from a comprehensive introduction to the design of
robust power supplies for energy harvesting and self power applications focusing on the use of reconfigurable switched capacitor
based dc dc converters which is ideal for such applications coverage includes all aspects of switched capacitor power supply
designs from fundamentals to reconfigurable power stages and sophisticated controller designs

Optimization Methodologies for the Automatic Design of Switched-Capacitor
Filter Circuits for IoT Applications 2022-09-23
this book discusses the design of switched capacitor filters in deep submicron cmos technologies the authors describe several
topologies for switched capacitor filter circuits that do not require high gain high bandwidth amplifiers readers will also learn two
analysis methodologies that can be implemented efficiently in software and integrated into optimization environments for the
automation of design for switched capacitor filters although the optimization examples discussed utilize low gain amplifiers the
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demonstrated methodologies can also be used for conventional high gain high bandwidth amplifiers

Switched Capacitor Filters 1995
this text brings together basic theory and recent research findings in the new area of switched capacitor filters emphasizing the
miniaturization and design of filters in silicon chip technology it derives and evaluates sc filter configurations

Switched-Capacitor Techniques for High-Accuracy Filter and ADC Design
2009-09-03
this book proposes alternative switched capacitor techniques which allow the achievement of higher intrinsic analogue functional
accuracy than previously possible in such application areas as analogue filter and adc design the validity of the concepts
developed and analyzed in switched capacitor techniques for high accuracy filter and adc design has been demonstrated in
practice with the design of cmos sc bandpass filters and algorithmic adc stages

Contributions to the Noise-analysis of Switched-capacitor Circuits 1994
this thesis presents a new sc noise analysis framework with a well defined degree of generality and exactness the exact
framework offers a hierarchically organised family of approximate noise analysis approaches with selectable degrees of
efficiency and exactness back cover

Modern Filter Design 1981
this book gives a detailed analysis of switched capacitor dc dc converters that are entirely integrated on a single chip and
establishes that these converters are mainly limited by the large parasitic coupling the low capacitor energy density and the fact
that switched capacitor converter topologies only have a fixed voltage conversion ratio the authors introduce the concept of
advanced multiphasing as a way to circumvent these limitations by having multiple out of phase parallel converter cores interact
with each other to minimize capacitor charging losses leading to several techniques that demonstrate record efficiency and
power density and even a fundamentally new type of switched capacitor topology that has a continuously scalable conversion
ratio provides single source reference to the recently developed advanced multiphasing concept enables greatly improved
performance and capabilities in fully integrated switched capacitor converters enables readers to design dc dc converters where
multiple converter cores are put in parallel and actively interact with each other over several phases to improve their capabilities

Advanced Multiphasing Switched-Capacitor DC-DC Converters 2020-07-03
this useful monograph presents a total of seven prototypes two double sampled s h circuits a time interleaved adc an if sampling
self calibrated pipelined adc a current steering dac with a deglitcher and two pipelined adcs employing the so techniques

Circuit Techniques for Low-Voltage and High-Speed A/D Converters
2006-04-18
this book provides a step by step methodology and system design that can be used to design a fully integrated pmu using sc dc
dc converters for any cmos technology the authors discuss trade offs between power density and efficiency of the methodology
for the 130 nm cmos technology and how to implement it on other cmos technologies the book describes the state of the art of
fully or near fully integrated sc dc dc converters with multiple conversion ratios and the techniques used to enhance the overall
performance of these converters coverage includes the trade off between the number of conversion ratios and overall extracted
efficiency from a supercapacitor as well as the sizing of the converter cells according to the desired output power and maximum
clock frequency the authors also describe in detail the design of the fundamental blocks for the converter operation which
includes a secondary control loop using capacitance modulation by sensing the clock frequency

Fully Integrated Switched-Capacitor PMU for IoT Nodes 2022-11-21
this textbook is designed for graduate level courses and for self study in analog and sampled data including switched capacitor
circuit theory and design for ongoing or active electrical engineers needing to become proficient in analog circuit design on a
system rather than on a device level after decades of experience in industry and teaching this material in academic settings the
author has extracted many of the most important and useful features of analog circuit theory and design and presented them in
a manner that is easy to digest and utilize the methodology and analysis techniques presented can be applied to areas well
beyond those specifically addressed in this book this book is meant to enable readers to gain a general knowledge of one aspect
of analog engineering e g that of network theory filter design system theory and sampled data signal processing the
presentation is self contained and should be accessible to anyone with a first degree in electrical engineering presents material
in the form of slides with accompanying text demonstrates how the design of many circuit devices e g gyrators impedance
converters etc can be accomplished easily using the morphological method includes numerous examples from different fields e g
circuit devices active rc and switched capacitor circuits and filters etc emphasizes creative design methods and techniques

Analog Circuit Theory and Filter Design in the Digital World 2019
analog to digital converters adcs play an important role in most modern signal processing and wireless communication systems
where extensive signal manipulation is necessary to be performed by complicated digital signal processing dsp circuitry this
trend also creates the possibility of fabricating all functional blocks of a system in a single chip system on chip soc with great
reductions in cost chip area and power consumption however this tendency places an increasing challenge in terms of speed
resolution power consumption and noise performance in the design of the front end adc which is usually the bottleneck of the
whole system especially under the unavoidable low supply voltage imposed by technology scaling as well as the requirement of
battery operated portable devices generalized low voltage circuit techniques for very high speed time interleaved analog to
digital converters will present new techniques tailored for low voltage and high speed switched capacitor sc adc with various
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design specific considerations

Zero Current Switching Switched-capacitor Dc-dc Converters for
Thermoelectric Generation Applications 2009
design of very high frequency multirate switched capacitor circuits presents the theory and the corresponding cmos
implementation of the novel multirate sampled data analog interpolation technique which has its great potential on very high
frequency analog frond end filtering due to its inherent dual advantage of reducing the speed of data converters and dsp core
together with the specification relaxation of the post continuous time filtering this technique completely eliminates the
traditional phenomenon of sampled and hold frequency shaping at the lower input sampling rate also in order to tackle physical
ic imperfections at very high frequency the state of the art circuit design and layout techniques for high speed switched
capacitor sc circuits are comprehensively discussed optimum circuit architecture tradeoff analysis simple speed and power trade
off analysis of active elements high order filtering response accuracy with respect to capacitor ratio mismatches time interleaved
effect with respect to gain and offset mismatch time interleaved effect with respect to timing skew and random jitter with non
uniformly holding stage noise analysis and allocation scheme substrate and supply noise reduction gain and offset compensation
techniques high bandwidth low power amplifier design and layout very low timing skew multiphase generation two tailor made
optimum design examples in cmos are presented the first one achieves a 3 stage 8 fold sc interpolating filter with 5 5mhz
bandwidth and 108mhz output sampling rate for a ntsc pal ccir 601 digital video at 3 v another is a 15 tap 57mhz sc fir bandpass
interpolating filter with 4 fold sampling rate increase to 320mhz and the first time embedded frequency band up translation for
ddfs system at 2 5v the corresponding chip prototype achieves so far the highest operating frequency highest filter order and
highest center frequency with highest dynamic range under the lowest supply voltage when compared to the previously
reported high frequency sc filters in cmos

Generalized Low-Voltage Circuit Techniques for Very High-Speed Time-
Interleaved Analog-to-Digital Converters 2010-09-29
design of low voltage low power cmos delta sigma a d converters investigates the feasibility of designing delta sigma analog to
digital converters for very low supply voltage lower than 1 5v and low power operation in standard cmos processes the chosen
technique of implementation is the switched opamp technique which provides switched capacitor operation at low supply
voltage without the need to apply voltage multipliers or low vtmost devices a method of implementing the classic single loop
and cascaded delta sigma modulator topologies with half delay integrators is presented those topologies are studied in order to
find the parameters that maximise the performance in terms of peak snr based on a linear model the performance degradations
of higher order single loop and cascaded modulators compared to a hypothetical ideal modulator are quantified an overview of
low voltage switched capacitor design techniques such as the use of voltage multipliers low vtmost devices and the switched
opamp technique is given an in depth discussion of the present status of the switched opamp technique covers the single ended
original switched opamp technique the modified switched opamp technique which allows lower supply voltage operation and
differential implementation including common mode control techniques the restrictions imposed on the analog circuits by low
supply voltage operation are investigated several low voltage circuit building blocks some of which are new are discussed a new
low voltage class ab ota especially suited for differential switched opamp applications together with a common mode feedback
amplifier and a comparator are presented and analyzed as part of a systematic top down design approach the non ideal charge
transfer of the switched opamp integrator cell is modeled based upon several models of the main opamp non ideal
characteristics behavioral simulations carried out with these models yield the required opamp specifications that ensure that the
intended performance is met in an implementation a power consumption analysis is performed the influence of all design
parameters especially the low power supply voltage is highlighted design guidelines towards low power operation are distilled
two implementations are presented together with measurement results the first one is a single ended implementation of a delta
sigma adc operating with 1 5v supply voltage and consuming 100 mgr w for a 74 db dynamic range in a 3 4 khz bandwidth the
second implementation is differential and operates with 900 mv it achieves 77 db dynamic range in 16 khz bandwidth and
consumes 40 mgr w design of low voltage low power cmos delta sigma a d converters is essential reading for analog design
engineers and researchers

Charge Injection in MOS-integrated Sample-and-hold and Switched-
capacitor Circuits 1989
microelectronic switched capacitor filters with isicap a computer aided design package h baher switched capacitor s c filters and
the associated metal oxide semiconductor mos integrated circuits are now an established technology finding applications in the
telecommunication and instrumentation fields with unrivalled breadth of coverage this book surveys the design techniques of an
important class of analog signal processing systems from fundamental mos transistor theory through sophisticated circuit design
the style is highly coherent and sharply focused including topics of essential importance to all types of filter the author sets s c
filters in perspective relative to analog integrated circuits and vlsi circuits an accompanying diskette containing a comprehensive
computer aided design package isicap enables readers to gain a greater depth of understanding of the described techniques
containing both source code files and an executable version of the main design package this alone will be an indispensable tool
for many circuit designers filling an important gap in the literature this work describes switched capacitor filter design from two
complementary stand points those of the filter design specialist and the integrated vlsi circuit design engineer the text is
suitable for incorporation in senior undergraduate and graduate level courses as well as professional courses electronic circuit
design engineers in industry and research will also find this an invaluable reference source

Design of Very High-Frequency Multirate Switched-Capacitor Circuits 2006
describes the operating principles of analog mos integrated circuits and how to design and use such circuits the initial section
explores general properties of analog mos integrated circuits and the math and physics background required the remainder of
the book is devoted to the design of circuits includes such devices as switched capacitor filters analog to digital and digital to
analog converters amplifiers modulators oscillators and others tables and numerical design examples clarify the step by step
processes involved an instructor s manual presenting detailed solutions to all the problems in the book is available from the
wiley editorial department
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Design of Low-Voltage Low-Power CMOS Delta-Sigma A/D Converters
2013-03-09
inductorless dc dc converters are used to provide the proper operating bias conditions for a range of circuits including important
applications programming circuits for eeprom non volatile memory chips low voltage micro power circuits and circuits regulating
the voltage provided by batteries needed in portable devices such as cellular phones

Design of Analog Filters 1990
modern high capacity communication systems require filters with simultaneous good amplitude and phase responses selective
linear phase switched capacitor and digital filters is the first coherent treatment of selective linear phase switched capacitor
filters written by a leading international authority on the subject digital realizations of the same characteristics are also treated
in both cases emphasis is laid on optimal low sensitivity structures a highly desirable attribute from the practical view point with
the increasing interest in high frequency switched capacitor filters the range of operation reaches a point where the phase
response becomes a major design consideration thus heightening the importance of this book selective linear phase switched
capacitor and digital filters is an invaluable reference for electronic circuit design engineers and researchers as well as graduate
students and may be used as a text for an advanced course on the subject

Microelectronic Switched-Capacitor Filters 1996-06-04
computer methods for analysis of mixed mode switching circuits provides an in depth treatment of the principles and
implementation details of computer methods and numerical algorithms for analysis of mixed mode switching circuits major
topics include computer oriented formulation of mixed mode switching circuits network functions of linear and nonlinear time
varying systems numerical laplace inversion based integration algorithms and inconsistent initial conditions time domain
analysis of periodically switched linear and nonlinear circuits including response sensitivity noise clock jitter and statistical
quantities time domain analysis of circuits with internally controlled switches and over sampled sigma delta modulators tellegen
s theorem frequency reversal theorem and transfer function theorem of periodically switched linear circuits and their
applications frequency domain analysis of periodically switched linear and nonlinear circuits including response sensitivity group
delay noise and statistical quantities

A Switched-capacitor Circuit Technique Used to Measure Capacitor
Mismatch and Explore Capacitor and Opamp Nonlinearity 1988
the second book of a five volume reference guide to electronic circuits outlining and comparing classic and up to date energy
conversion solutions this book presents the latest switched capacitor converters and their various applications this unique and
comprehensive five volume set totalling 2144pp focuses on the study of both classical and state of the art power conversion
electronic circuits and their wide variety of applications in electronic equipment it includes many recent research advancements
that have been previously unpublished and that are currently impacting the industry each volume is organised in basic to
sophisticated crescendo appealing to senior undergraduate and graduate electrical engineering minor students and major
students researchers and designers each volume builds on the previous volume with a structure that facilitates access to most
complex solutions for all readers volume ii is split into two parts the first part covers state of the art switched capacitor sc
converters commonly used in hand held devices and personal communications equipment the authors discuss their original work
shedding light on power converters that are used in all current modems servers and mobile applications the second part of this
book looks at converters with high dc voltage ratio the unique material gives a clear explaination of converters in the
telecommunication industry and those that are associated with alternative sources of energy covers all the latest updates to
switched capacitor converter technology including work originally pioneered by the authors explains power converters that are
used in all current mobile applications servers and modems contains unique 100 previously unpublished material on switched
capacitor converters a valuable resource for practising engineers researchers and designers from all industries using power
electronics circuits aerospace integrated circuits consumer electronics and renewable energy also power supply converter
designers procurement managers and engineering managers

Modern Filter Design 1981
for many applications circuits that combine analog and digital signals can provide superior solutions to those produced with
digital signals alone eighteen contributions in four sections processing technology circuit techniques and building blocks design
and applications and cad and supporting tools detail and support this new approach annotation copyrighted by book news inc
portland or

Analog MOS Integrated Circuits for Signal Processing 1986
analogue designers from industry and academia worldwide have contributed to this first volume devoted entirely to switched
current analogue signal processing the volume introduces the basic switched current technique reviews the state of the art and
presents practical chip examples numerous application areas are described ranging from filters and data converters to image
processing applications it also gives a comprehensive treatment of the fundamental principles of switched current circuits and
systems for undergraduate and graduate students and practicing engineers in industry distributed by inspec annotation
copyright by book news inc portland or

Design Of Low-Voltage Cmos Switched-Opamp Switched-Capacitor Systems
2007-01-01
the realization of signal sampling and quantization at high sample rates with low power dissipation is an important goal in many
applications includ ing portable video devices such as camcorders personal communication devices such as wireless lan
transceivers in the read channels of magnetic storage devices using digital data detection and many others this paper describes
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architecture and circuit approaches for the design of high speed low power pipeline analog to digital converters in cmos here the
term high speed is taken to imply sampling rates above 1 mhz in the first section the dif ferent conversion techniques applicable
in this range of sample rates is dis cussed following that the particular problems associated with power minimization in video
rate pipeline adcs is discussed these include optimi zation of capacitor sizes design of low voltage transmission gates and opti
mization of switched capacitor gain blocks and operational amplifiers for minimum power dissipation as an example of the
application of these tech niques the design of a power optimized lo bit pipeline aid converter adc that achieves 1 67 mw per ms
s of sampling rate from 1 ms s to 20 ms s is described 2 techniques for cmos video rate aid conversion analog to digital
conversion techniques can be categorized in many ways one convenient means of comparing techniques is to examine the
number of analog clock cycles required to produce one effective output sample of the signal being quantized

Switched-Capacitor DC-DC Converters 2006-09-30

Selective Linear-Phase Switched-Capacitor and Digital Filters 2012-12-06

Linear and Nonlinear Distortion in SC Circuits Due to Nonideal Amplifiers
and Switches 1991

Analog MOS Integrated Circuits 1980

Computer Methods for Analysis of Mixed-Mode Switching Circuits
2007-05-08

Power Electronics and Energy Conversion Systems, Switched-capacitor and
Switched-inductor Converters 2020-09-21

Analogue-digital ASICs 1991

Switched-currents 1993

Analog Circuit Design 2013-06-29
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